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Abstract 
Anonymous Location-based Efficient Routing protocol (ALERT) continues to be proposed to produce full 

anonymity protection in order to data sources, destinations, and routes. It provides a technique to hide the information 

initiator among numerous initiators for you to improve the anonymity protection with the source. ALERT can also be 

resistant to intersection attacks as well as timing attacks. ALERT dynamically partitions the particular network field 

directly into zones and also randomly selects nodes throughout zones as intermediate relay nodes, which often form the 

non traceable anonymous route. 

 

The Anonymous Location-based Efficient Routing protocol (ALERT) was utilized to provide high anonymity 

protection with a low cost. Similar to other anonymity routing algorithms, ALERT is just not completely bulletproof to 

everyone attacks. In order to avoid the occurrence of stronger as well as active attackers, we propose a Secure 

Cryptographic Based Mix-Zones Routing Protocol (SCMIX).The concept for mix-zones would be to avoid the 

adversary from accessing this content of messages, such as the Node's signatures. All legitimate nodes within the mix-

zone get you a symmetric key and employ this key to encrypt almost all their   messages while from the zone. 

 

Keywords: Anonymity, GPSR, Mix-Zone, Routing protocol, Zone Partition. 

1. Introduction 

The "mobile ad hoc network" (MANET) is usually an autonomous system of mobile routers (a 

related hosts) connected through wireless links - the union that forms the arbitrary graph Mobile Ad Hoc 

Networks characteristic self-organizing and also independent infrastructures, which can make them a 

perfect choice intended for military uses for instance communication and also information sharing 
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throughout battlefields. Even so, the particular innate on-air nature of MANETs brings about vulnerable to 

be able to malicious entities that will try and tamper as well as analyze data along with traffic analysis 

through communication eavesdropping as well as attacking routing protocols. MANET routing aimed at 

security issues, much less awareness continues to be dedicated to privacy. Privacy does not mean 

confidentiality of communication (i.e., data) between MANET nodes. Anonymous routing protocols are 

very important in MANETs to offer secure communications through hiding node identities and also 

protecting against traffic analysis attacks external to observers. Anonymity inwards MANETs contains 

identity and also location anonymity of knowledge sources (i.e., senders) as well as destinations (i.e., 

recipients), together with route anonymity. Identity along with location anonymity associated with sources 

as well as destinations means it can be hard whenever possible for other nodes to get the real identities 

along with exact locations with the sources and also destinations. For route anonymity, you will need to 

form the anonymous path between two endpoints and be sure that nodes on the way don't know in which 

the endpoints are, particularly in MANETs where location devices could possibly be equipped. 

  

  Existing anonymity routing protocols inwards MANETs is usually mainly categorized into two 

types: hop-by-hop encryption and also redundant traffic. The majority of the current approaches are 

restricted to concentrating on enforcing privacy at the heavy cost to existing resources mainly because 

public-key-based encryption as well as high traffic generates significantly heavy cost. Additionally, 

numerous approaches are not able to provide every one of the previously mentioned privacy protections. As 

an example, existing ALARM are not able to protect the particular location privacy associated with source 

and destination. SDDR protocol is not able to provide route privacy, and ZAP protocol just concentrates on 

destination privacy. Quite a few privacy routing algorithms depend on the geographic routing protocol. 

To produce high privacy protection with regard to sources, destination, and also route with inexpensive. 

 

We propose the Anonymous Location-based Routing protocol. These kinds of routing protocol 

dynamically partition the network field directly into zones as well as randomly choose nodes throughout 

zones while intermediate relay nodes, which usually form the non traceable unknown route. Particularly, 

The Anonymous Location-based Efficient Routing protocol (ALERT) was developed to provide high 

anonymity protection with an inexpensive. Like some other anonymity routing algorithms, ALERT is just 

not entirely bulletproof to everyone attacks. In order to avoid the appearance of stronger and also active 

attackers, we propose a new Secure Cryptographic Based Mix-Zones Routing Protocol (SCMIX).Taking 

that approach for mix-zones is always to avoid the adversary through accessing this content of messages, 

such as the Node's signatures. All legitimate nodes from the mix-zone have a symmetric key as well as use 

this critical for encrypt almost all their   messages while from the zone. 

 

 

2. Related Works 
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However, existing unknown routing protocols generate a substantially heavy cost, which usually 

exacerbates the useful resource constraint problem in MANETs. Within a MANET making use of a high-

cost anonymous routing in the battle- field, a substandard of service throughout voice and also video data 

transmission caused by depleted resources may cause disastrous delay throughout military operations. In 

order to provide high anonymity protection (for sources, destination, and also route) with inexpensive, we 

propose an Anonymous Location-based and also Efficient Routing protocol (ALERT). ALERT 

dynamically partitions the network field directly into zones as well as randomly chooses nodes within 

zones while intermediate exchange nodes, which usually form the no traceable anonymous route. 

Particularly, throughout each routing step, a data sender or forwarder partitions the particular network field 

to be able to separate by itself and also the destination into two zones. After that it randomly selects a node 

within the other zone as being the next relay node as well as uses the GPSR  

Algorithm in order to send the information towards the relay node. Within the last step, the information is 

broadcasted to k nodes within the destination zone, providing k-anonymity towards the destination. 

Additionally, ALERT includes a strategy to hide the information initiator among numerous initiators to 

strengthen the anonymity protection from the source. ALERT can also be resilient to be able to intersection 

attacks as well as timing attacks. We theoretically analyzed ALERT when it comes to anonymity as well as 

efficiency. We also conducted experiments to evaluate the performance of ALERT when compared with 

some other anonymity and also geographic routing protocols. In summary,  

 

1) Anonymous routing. ALERT gives route anonymity, identity and location anonymity of source as 

well as destination.  

2) Inexpensive. As an alternative to depending on hop-by-hop encryption along with redundant 

traffic, ALERT generally uses randomized routing of a single message copy to produce anonymity 

protection. 

3) Strength to intersection attacks and also timing attacks. ALERT includes a technique to effectively  

counter intersection attacks, which may have became a difficult open issue. ALERT also can avoid 

timing attacks due to the non-fixed routing paths for a source-destination pair.  

4) Extensive simulations. Many of us conducted comprehensive experiments in order to evaluate 

ALERT’s overall performance in comparison for some other anonymous protocols.  

 

3. Existing Methodology 

 

This specific section discusses the performance of ALERT in providing anonymity protection and its 

particular performance and methods to handle some attacks    

 

 

3.1 Anonymity Protection alert 
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Strengthens the particular privacy protection with regard to S and D through the unlink ability 

from the transmission endpoints along with the transmitted data. That may be, S and also D are not 

associated while using packets within their communication by adversaries. ALERT includes the “notify and 

go” mechanism in order to avoid an intruder from identifying which node inside the source neighborhood 

provides initiated packets. ALERT also provides k-anonymity to be able to destinations through hiding D 

amongst k receivers in ZD. Thus, an eavesdropper is only able to obtain information on ZD, instead of the 

destination position, through the packets and nodes on the way. The route anonymity caused by random 

relay node selection throughout ALERT prevents the intruder from intercepting packets or even 

compromising vulnerable nodes that could issue DoS attacks. In ALERT, the routes among two 

communicating nodes are change regularly; therefore it is difficult for adversaries to be able to predict the 

route from the next packet with regard to packet interception.  

 

3.2 Resilience to Timing Attacks 

 

During timing attacks, through packet departure and also arrival times, a good intruder can easily 

identify the particular packets transmitted in between S and also D, from where it could possibly finally 

detect S and D. As an example, two nodes A and also B communicate with one another at an interval of 

five seconds. After having a long observation time, your intruder finds that the’s packet sending some time 

and B’s packet receiving time have a very fixed five second difference including (19:00:55, 19:01:00) and 

(20:01:33, 20:01:38). And then, the intruder would certainly suspect that the and B are usually 

communicating with one another. Avoiding the particular exhibition associated with interaction in between 

communication nodes is usually an approach to counter timing attacks. Inwards ALERT, the particular 

“notify and go” mechanism and also the broadcasting in ZD both place the interaction between SD into two 

teams of nodes to be able to obfuscate intruders. Much more importantly, the routing path from a given S-D 

and also the communication delay (i.e., time stamp) modify constantly, which usually again keeps a good 

intruder from identifying the S and also D. 

 

3.3 Technique to Counter Intersection Attacks 

 

Within an intersection attack, an opponent along with information about active users at the with 

time can certainly determine the sources and also destinations that get in touch with each some other 

through repeated observations. Intersection attacks certainly are a well-known problem and also have not 

been well resolved. The particular Bitmap records the actual altered bits and is also encrypted using the 

actual destination’s public key KD pub with regard to recovering the original data. Since destination 

seriously isn't always from the recipient set, as well as the packet forwarded with a destination takes a 

different approach through the original packet, the attacker cannot identify the particular destination 
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looking at the observation history by calculating the actual intersection pair of nodes. This strategy incurs 

two extra costs. The first is usually the one-hop broadcasting with the recipients within the destination 

zone. Another may be the encryption cost of changed bits.  

 

4.  Proposed Methodology: 

   

Similar to other anonymity routing algorithms, ALERT is just not completely bulletproof to 

everyone attacks. Also, ALERT is not given to all network models. ALERT is usually given to Random 

Way Point model and also Group Mobility Model. In order to avoid the appearance of stronger and also 

active attackers, we propose the Secure Cryptographic Based Mix-Zones Routing Protocol (SCMIX). The 

unseen zone functions being a mix zone in which the mobile nodes modify pseudonym as well as mix with 

one another. Observe that the Mobile nodes don't know in which the mix zone is (this depends on in which 

the adversary installs observation spots). We propose to produce mix-zones from predetermined locations 

as well as to just make pseudonym changes to happen within those regions.  

Considering that the location of mix-zone is fixed, the particular adversary can recognize them 

therefore could easily make an effort to eavesdrop transmissions beginning in the mix-zone area. The 

adversary observes the timing as well as the location with the entering and exiting node to be able to derive 

a probability distribution within the possible mappings. In order to resolve this kind of problem the timing 

of events depends upon the delay characteristics from the intersection structure. Likewise, the location of 

entering and also exiting nodes will depend on their trajectory within an intersection. 

 

 

Figure. 3 Mix-Zone Concepts 

 

The concept for mix-zones is usually to avoid the adversary from accessing this content of messages, such 

as the Node's signatures. All legitimate nodes from the mix-zone have a symmetric key and employ this 

key to encrypt almost all their messages while from the zone. We improve location privacy of mix zones 

via extensions towards the SCMIX protocol. SCMIX Protocol distributes Keys with regard to encrypting 

beacon messages during the mix-zone. 

Even though the mobile node is within the cryptographic mix zone, almost all communication is 

encrypted and for that reason an adversary cannot read-out useful information (including meta-information) 
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looking at the messages. Nodes within the mix-zone forward the symmetric essential to Mobile nodes 

which can be in direct transmission range outside the mix zone in a way that these nodes may also be able 

in order to decrypt messages. Mobile Nodes after that change pseudonyms while being throughout the mix-

zone. 

5. Conclusion and future work 

The idea of mix zone describes a new service restricted area where mobile users can adjust their 

pseudonyms in order that the mapping among their old pseudonyms and also new pseudonyms will not be 

revealed. Considering that the location of mix-zones is actually fixed, the adversary can easily identify 

them and therefore could easily make an effort to eavesdrop transmissions while it began with the mix-zone 

area. To resolve this problem, we propose the Secure Cryptographic Based Mix-Zones Routing Protocol 

(SCMIX). Within our future work, we prefer to study that this frequency on the pseudonym modifies 

influences the amount of privacy achieved. 
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